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senator bernie sanders on democratic socialism in the - prepared remarks senator bernie sanders on democratic
socialism in the united states november 19 2015, bernie sanders is the most popular u s politician even - senator bernie
sanders is the most popular politician in america according to a new harvard harris poll in fact the vermont senator and
former presidential candidate is the only politician in, sanders we have right wing extremists in charge of - senator
bernie sanders i vt says that he has very serious concerns about justice in the us if trump chooses a supreme court justice
nominee from his list of 25 conservative candidates, hillary clinton s 2016 presidential campaign - the launch of hillary
clinton s 2016 presidential campaign introduction by the editor hillary s long anticipated presidential campaign was launched
on or about april 13 2015 incorporating a few bizarre features a giant van named scooby which reminds me more of the van
used on the old nbc show ironside a logo that looks a lot like the cuban flag and a series of carefully astroturfed, trump taps
his doctor to replace shulkin at va choosing - trump prizes relationships and loyalty over traditional qualifications and he
quickly developed personal chemistry with jackson the boss admires the man he calls the doc according to, i know why
poor whites chant trump trump trump - don tyson wasn t just a chicken farmer much like the plantation owners weren t
just cotton growers he was a multi billionaire running a global corporation, fact checks of the 2016 election the new york
times - mrs clinton said senator bernie sanders has been a largely very reliable supporter of the national rifle association
mrs clinton has been persistent in calling attention to mr sanders, is hillary clinton the most experienced presidential there s lots of light blue on that chart representing tenure in the house and senate there s also lots of dark blue experience
in the executive branch including serving as vice president, united states senate wikipedia - the united states senate is the
upper chamber of the united states congress which along with the united states house of representatives the lower chamber
comprises the legislature of the united states the senate chamber is located in the north wing of the capitol in washington d
c the composition and powers of the senate are established by article one of the united states, for the first time a senator
is opposing the va secretary - the panel by voice vote sent wilkie s nomination to the senate floor but with sen bernie
sanders i vt opposing the move it s the first time in committee history that a member has voted, democrats just leaked
their plan to destroy trump s - the huffington post published an article suggesting that if they win the white house in 2020
democrats should pack the court with two new judges to outvote the conservatives on the bench, alexandria ocasio cortez
says unemployment is low because - screenshot via firing line alexandria ocasio cortez was roundly criticized on social
media yesterday for supposedly botching a question about israeli palestine relations during an interview with, millennials
exemplify the age of all equal all useless - jon is a part time misanthrope full time american jon loathes modern academia
art culture literature politics television and everything on god s green earth that has been inundated with boring predictable
impotent vapid cultural marxist horseshit which mind you is totally void of a single individual thought, twitter erupts over
news that hillary clinton used black - a pro bernie sanders supporter posted extracts from clinton s 1996 book which
suggests the convicted black people working for her were emotional illiterates, what is a federal jobs guarantee huffpost in the era of donald trump ambitious progressive policies that were dismissed as fringe a few years ago are increasingly
finding a foothold one of these is the idea that every american who needs, criticism of the political left page 49 bigsoccer
forum - it s probably even more straightforward than that identity politics is a pejorative term thrown around by many
conservatives because they know full and well that their policies are unappealing to non whites and they therefore have no
chance of making electoral gains among these groups, islamophobia and the nike performance hijab - islamophobia and
the nike performance hijab nike introduces a sports hijab and bigots blow a gasket, united states senate definition history
facts - the role of the senate was conceived by the founding fathers as a check on the popularly elected house of
representatives thus each state regardless of size or population is equally represented further until the seventeenth
amendment of the constitution 1913 election to the senate was
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